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Abstract A systematic methodology for the synthesis and analysis of fuzzy±logic controllers for multi-input multi-output nonlinear dynamic systems is proposed in this paper. A robust model-based control structure is suggested that includes the fuzzy±logic dynamics model of the system and several robust fuzzy control rules. The fuzzy±logic model is systematically constructed from the input-output data, and the robust control rules are designed using the sliding-mode control theory. The stability and completeness of the control structure is guaranteed, based on a generalized formulation of the sliding-mode control developed in this paper. The proposed fuzzy±logic control scheme has been applied to trajectory control of a four-degree-of-freedom robot manipulator, and was compared with high-gain PID controllers. Superior tracking performance was achieved. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Variable structure systems; Sliding-mode control; Fuzzy-logic control; Robust control; Fuzzy systems; Robot manipulators



1. Introduction The major part of the research on fuzzy±logic control (FLC) has focused on practical implementations, and successful results have been reported in a wide range applications. Despite the diversity of the approaches used in the development of fuzzy controllers, most of them are designed based on `trial and error'. Although this could be e€ective in some cases, it limits the rise of systematic approaches fuzzy±logic control. One route to the systematic synthesis and analysis of the fuzzy±logic systems is to consider the FLC as a particular class of nonlinear systems, and to apply tools taken from the classical nonlinear control systems theory. A promising approach in this direction is based on the fact that the FLC is a variable structure system (VSS). Variable structure control systems constitute a class of nonlinear feedback control systems whose structure varies, depending on the state of the * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-416-946-3357; fax: +1-416-9787753. E-mail address: [email protected] (M.R. Emami).



system. Recently, new e€orts have been made to investigate the connection between fuzzy±logic and variable structure control (Kawaji and Matsunaga, 1991; Ghalia and Alouani, 1995; Wu and Liu, 1996). Based on the analysis of these two control approaches, it was concluded that, due to the partitioning of the inputoutput space, the FLC is a qualitative extension of the sliding-mode control. Some guidelines were speci®ed for deriving the fuzzy IF-THEN control rules, and for analyzing the stability and robustness of the fuzzy± logic control, based on the variable structure system theory (Palm, 1992), an approach that can be referred to as `fuzzy sliding-mode control'. However, in the above-mentioned e€orts, only single-input single-output systems are considered. For multi-input multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear systems, due to the state interactions, more information from the system is required, leading to a model-based fuzzy±logic control approach that is the focus of this paper. A few researchers have attempted to apply the fuzzy sliding mode control approach to robot manipulators (Chen et al., 1994; Tsay and Huang, 1994; Begon et al., 1995). Despite successful results, the lack of a systematic approach to the design and analysis of FLC,
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Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed fuzzy±logic control system.



based on the sliding-mode control theory, can be observed. This paper ®rst introduces a structure for fuzzy± logic control of MIMO nonlinear systems in Section 2. The core of this structure is the knowledge of the system dynamics that is encapsulated in the form the fuzzy IF±THEN rules. Generally, the dynamics model is expected to properly predict in real-time the system behavior, in response to di€erent input trajectories and payload conditions. Obtaining such a model through analytical methods involves two major burdens: (i) it is generally di�cult to accurately model some complex phenomena such as backlash, ¯exibility, friction, etc; and (ii) even if these e€ects are formulated, many internal parameters must be accurately identi®ed in advance, but this requires an exhaustive amount of experimentation. Further, the resulting model would be complicated and di�cult to use in real time. A fuzzy± logic `black-box' approach could be an alternative to the analytical methods, provided that all the elements of the fuzzy model are identi®ed from the input-output data. A systematic methodology of fuzzy±logic modeling using the system input-output data has been introduced in (Emami, 1997; Emami et al., 1998a). Section 3 brie¯y reviews this methodology, and Section 4 illustrates how this methodology is applied to obtain the fuzzy±logic dynamics model of a 4-df robot manipulator. For the sake of comparison, the results of the fuzzy model are compared with those of a complete analytical model. The simplicity in terms of system presentation and model computation e€ort, and the capability of capturing the complicated system behavior, is signi®cant. By having a good fuzzy model of the system, the major task of the proposed FLC is accomplished. However, in order to guarantee the stability and robustness of the system performance, and to compensate for system uncertainty and knowledge incompleteness, additional robust fuzzy rules are supplemented to the FLC. A systematic approach to design of the robust fuzzy control rules and an analysis of the stability and completeness of the control structure are the



main subjects of this paper. The key idea of the proposed approach is to consider the FLC (with crisp input and output) as a multi-dimensional nonlinear operator with upper and lower limits. The FLC nonlinear characteristics are due to its computational structure, i.e., fuzzi®cation, inference, and defuzzi®cation. This requires the development of a formulation of the sliding-mode control for a class of nonlinear MIMO systems, that is suitable to the fuzzy±logic approach. This formulation is crucial for two reasons: ®rst, the approach to fuzzy±logic modeling and control taken here is to consider the dynamic system as a `black box' without considering its interval parameters and structure. Hence, the system model and the robust control rules must be obtained from the input-output data. The proposed generalized formulation of the sliding-mode control satis®es the above requirement. Second, for simplicity, it is desired to design the control rules for each system state independently, despite the state interactions, while the stability and robustness of the entire system is guaranteed. This is another distinct feature of the proposed formulation. In Section 5, a generalized formulation of the model-based sliding mode control is developed for a class of nonlinear MIMO systems. In Section 6, the generalized formulation is used for generating the robust fuzzy±logic control rules as a speci®c case of nonlinear control. In Section 7, the theoretical results are applied to the 4 df robot manipulator, and the practical steps are detailed. An experimental comparison study is made between the proposed FLC and high-gain PID controllers. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.



2. The proposed fuzzy±logic control structure Figure 1 illustrates the proposed structure of the FLC for a nonlinear MIMO multi-variable secondorder dynamic system. The controller consists of two parts. In the ®rst part, a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules expresses the dynamic behavior of the system. This `knowledge base' can be regarded as the (fuzzy±logic)
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inverse dynamics model that represents the interaction between the system states as well as the other complex phenomena in the system. Unlike analytical models, the fuzzy±logic model is simple, and hence computationally e�cient, and at the same time, as will be illustrated for the robotic application, the fuzzy±logic model can represent complex phenomena of the system behavior more precisely. Moreover, since the model is obtained directly from the input-output data, there is no need to identify the internal system parameters in order to construct the model. The second part of the FLC consists of `decoupled' robust fuzzy IF±THEN rules for each state independently, that guarantee system stability, and ensure that the desired performance is achieved. As shown in Fig. 1, two (error) preprocessing units are also required to provide suitable inputs to the FLC. The proposed control structure is intuitive: based on prior knowledge, which may be incomplete or inaccurate, an attempt is made to control the system towards the desired performance; at the same time, by using some extra rules (fuzzy robusti®ers in Fig. 1), steps are taken to ensure that the system remains stable and does not deviate from the desired behavior. In fact, for a simple system, these extra rules might be su�cient by themselves to control the system without any further knowledge, as in the traditional fuzzy±logic controllers. However, as the complexity (such as large number of input variables, interaction between states, and wide variation of parameters) increases, more information is required. This, it is proposed, will be



FLC. This task is brie¯y discussed in the modeling part of the paper, Sections 3 and 4. The reader is referred to (Emami, 1997; Emami et al., 1998a) for more details. 2. Design of the robust fuzzy IF-THEN rules for each system state. 3. Proof of stability and completeness of the structure. In the proposed structure, for each system state, the robust fuzzy control IF-THEN rules are designed independently. This `decoupling' characteristic provides a simple approach to the design of the robust fuzzy rules. It should be proved that this is su�cient to guarantee the stability and robust performance of the entire system. Steps 2 and 3 are discussed in the control part of this paper, Sections 5±8.



Part 1: modeling 3. A review of the systematic fuzzy±logic modeling The central characteristic of fuzzy systems is that they are based on the concept of fuzzy partitioning of the information, and the decision-making ability of the fuzzy model depends on the existence of a set of rules and a fuzzy reasoning mechanism. In the most general form, the encoded knowledge of a multi-input multioutput (MIMO) system can be represented by fuzzy models consisting of IF±THEN rules with multi-antecedent and multi-consequent variables (with r antecedents, s consequents and n rules):



IF U1 is B11 AND U2 is B12 AND . . . AND Ur is B1r THEN V1 isD11 AND V2 is D12 AND . . . AND Vs is D1s ALSO ... , ALSO IF U1 is Bn1 AND U2 is Bn2 AND . . . AND Ur is Bnr THEN V1 is Dn1 AND V2 is Dn2 AND . . . AND Vs is Dns



acquired as a fuzzy±logic knowledge base of the system. In essence, the proposed FLC is a robust modelbased control structure in which fuzzy IF±THEN rules are used instead of the analytical formulation in order to guarantee the desired system stability and performance. Based on the proposed structure, the systematic methodology for design and analysis is proposed, based on the following steps: 1. Development of a fuzzy±logic model. The main knowledge of the system is encapsulated in fuzzy IF±THEN rules. The development of an objective algorithm to extract this knowledge from the system behavior (input±output data) is the heart of the
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…1†



where U1, U2, . . ., Ur are input variables, and V1, V2, . . . , Vs are output variables, Bij (i = 1, . . ., n, j = 1, . . . , r ) and Dik (i = 1, . . ., n, k = 1, . . ., s ) are fuzzy sets of the universes of discourse X1, X2, . . ., Xr and Y1, Y2, . . . , Ys, respectively. The set of rules operating with linguistic values of input-output variables appears to be analogous to the system of equations used for the presentation of linear and nonlinear systems. The fuzzy sets Bij and Dik are parameters of the fuzzy model, and the number of the rules determines its structure. Conceptually, a system with multiple independent output variables can be considered as a set of singleoutput systems. Consequently, the general structure of a MIMO fuzzy system can also be considered as a col-
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In Eq. (2), Sp is the n-ary t-conorm operator computed as follows Sp …a1 , a2 , . . . , an † p ˆ ‰a1p ‡ …1 ÿ a1p †‰a2p ‡ …1 ÿ a2p †‰. . . ‰anÿ2 p p p ‡ …1 ÿ anÿ2 †‰anÿ1 ‡ …1 ÿ anÿ1 †anp ŠŠ . . .ŠŠŠ1=p ;



Fig. 2. The ¯ow chart of fuzzy system modeling.



lection of multi-input single-output (MISO) fuzzy systems, such that for a system with s outputs, each multi-consequent rule is broken into s single-consequent rules. Although the number of rules in the new fuzzy system will be increased, modeling and inference would be more straightforward for MISO fuzzy systems. That is the reason why the literature concentrates on multi-input single-output rules as a generic presentation of fuzzy systems. This research also focuses on the MISO fuzzy systems. The goal of the systematic approach is to improve the objectivity of fuzzy modeling by developing appropriate formulations and criteria to specify those features of the model that are usually assigned heuristically in known fuzzy modeling approaches. As a result, unlike ad hoc fuzzy modeling techniques that are mainly based on expert knowledge, the proposed methodology merely exploits input±output data to extract some information about system characteristics. Fig. 2 illustrates the ¯owchart of the modeling methodology. The steps are explained below.



3.1. Reasoning mechanism The proposed methodology considers the inference mechanism as an `identi®able' object of fuzzy systems. A uni®ed parameterized formulation was developed for the reasoning process as follows. The reader is referred to (Emami et al., 1999) for more details. For the crisp input x=(x1, x2, . . ., xr ), the fuzzy output of the system (1) (with single output) is obtained as (the index s is removed for convenience): E…y † ˆ b…1 ÿ Sp …Tp …t1 …x  †, D 1 … y††, . . . , Tp …tn …x  †,  D n … y†††† ‡ …1 ÿ b†Sp …Tp …t1 …x †, D1 … y††, . . . ,



…2†







Tp …tn …x †,Dn … y†††, where ti, called the `rule degree of ®ring' is computed as ti …x  † ˆ Tq …Bi1 …x 1 †,



Bi2 …x 2 †, . . . , Bir …x r ††,



…3†



and D i … y† ˆ 1 ÿ Di … y†:



…4†



…5†



p > 0: The operator Tw (w=p, q ) is the n-ary t-norm operator that is calculated as Tw …a1 , a2 , . . . , an † ˆ 1 ÿ Sw ……1 ÿ a1 †, …1 ÿ a2 †, . . . , …1 ÿ an ††:



…6†



Equation (2) is a linear combination (with parameter b ) of two extreme reasoning approaches, Mamdani's and logical, with adjustable parameters. The crisp output is then obtained by using the basic defuzzi®cation distribution method as follows (Filev and Yager, 1991): … y1 y‰E… y†Ša dy y 0Ra < 1: …7† y ˆ …0y1 ‰E… y†Ša dy y0



In the above reasoning formulation, i.e., Eqs. (2) and (7), four reasoning parameters p, q, a and b are introduced whose variation will cause a continuous range of variation of the reasoning mechanism. Consequently, unlike the traditional approach of selecting the inference mechanism a priori, the optimal reasoning mechanism will be identi®ed by adjusting the above parameters on the basis of the input±output data.



3.2. Identi®cation of the fuzzy structure Fuzzy structure identi®cation involves assigning the optimum number of rules, signi®cant input variables, input and output membership functions, and the amount of overlap between the membership functions required for the fuzzy model. These are brie¯y discussed in the following two sections. 3.2.1. Rule generation, output membership functions An intuitive approach to objective rule generation is based upon the clustering of input±output data. However, in the proposed methodology, at ®rst only the output space is clustered, and then the input space fuzzy partition is derived by projecting the output space partition onto each input space, separately. Simplicity and applicability, particularly for systems
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with a large number of input variables, are the main advantages of this approach. The output fuzzy clusters are carried out by the fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm (Bezdek, 1981). The idea of fuzzy clustering is to divide the output data into fuzzy partitions that overlap with each other. Therefore, the containment of each datum yk to each cluster i with a center vi is de®ned by a membership grade uik in the range [0, 1]. The membership grades and cluster centers are obtained through an iterative procedure as follows: 2 3 p�������������������� !2=…mÿ1† ÿ1 c X yk ÿ vi,tÿ1 5 , …8† uik,t ˆ 4 p�������������������� yk ÿ vj,tÿ1 jˆ1



sponds to the minimum scs. In most cases, c is equal to the number of rules n of the fuzzy model (Emami et al., 1998b).



3.2.1.2. Speci®cation of the order of fuzziness. The weighting exponent m controls the extent of membership sharing between the output fuzzy clusters in the data set. In the range of (1, 1), the larger m is, the `fuzzier' are the membership assignments to each data point. For selecting m, the following index was developed (Emami et al., 1998b): ! N c X X m  2: …uik † … yk ÿ v† …12† ST ˆ kˆ1



N X …uik,t †m yk



vi,t ˆ



kˆ1 N X



,



…9†



m



…uik,t †



kˆ1



where N is the number of data items, uik,t is the membership grade of the output yk in the cluster i, and vi,t is the center of cluster i, at the tth iteration. Three crucial pieces of information are required prior to constructing the suitable partitioning from the data: (i) an adequate number of rules for expressing the system behavior; this, in most cases, equals to the number of output clusters c; (ii) the order of fuzziness of the system model that represents the overlap of the fuzzy clusters, and it is adjusted by the parameter m called the `weighting exponent'; and (iii) a suitable initial location of the cluster centers, which a€ects the model formation. 3.2.1.1. Speci®cation of the number of rules. The following cluster validity index is developed for assigning the optimum number of output clusters, and hence the number of rules, in the fuzzy model (Emami et al., 1998b): scs ˆ



N X c X  2 †, …uik †m …… yk ÿ vi †2 ÿ …vi ÿ v†



…10†



kˆ1 iˆ1



v ˆ



N X c X 1 …uik †m yk : c X N X iˆ1 kˆ1 …uik †m



…11†



iˆ1 kˆ1



Minimization of scs will simultaneously increase the compactness of the clusters and the separation between them. Hence, the optimum number of clusters c corre-



iˆ1



An appropriate value for m is what makes ST equal to a constant parameter K/2, where K is de®ned as: 20 12 3 N N X X 1 6@ 7 y A 5: …13† Kˆ 4 yk ÿ N jˆ1 kˆ1



3.2.1.3. The initial cluster centers. The initial cluster centers for the FCM algorithm are assigned through the hard clustering techniques. This approach provides a more e�cient strategy compared to the previous approach of randomly selecting the initial values (Emami et al., 1998b).



3.2.2. Input selection and input membership function assignment In order to identify the signi®cant input variables among a ®nite number of candidates, the output clusters are ®rst projected onto the space of each of the input candidates. As a result, for each input candidate xj, the membership functions BÃij (i = 1, 2, . . ., n ) are formed. Then, the following index is calculated (Emami et al., 1998a): n



pj ˆ prod iˆ1



where v is a weighted mean of data, considering their membership of each of the clusters de®ned as:
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Gij Gj



j ˆ 1, 2, . . . , r^,



…14†



where Gij is the range in which the membership function BÃij is equal to one, Gi is the entire range of xj, n is the number of rules, and rÃ is the number of input candidates. A smaller pj illustrates a more dominant variable xj, and hence, signi®cant variables are selected among those that produce less p. The convex membership functions Bij for the signi®cant inputs xj ( j = 1, 2, . . ., r ) are then formed by using the range Gij and by performing `fuzzy line clustering' as described in detail in (Emami et al., 1998a).
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then an incremental tuning procedure is applied to adjust the membership function parameters, based on the tuning data set and the performance index de®ned by Eq. (15).



4. Fuzzy modeling of a 4 df robot manipulator 4.1. The experimental setup



Fig. 3. The desired con®guration of the IRIS arm.



3.3. Identi®cation of the fuzzy parameters The optimum values of the inference parameters ( p, q, a and b ) are identi®ed through a nonlinear constrained optimization problem, by minimizing (Emami et al., 1998a): PI… p, q, a, b† ˆ



N X  … yk ÿ y^ k †2 N,



…15†



kˆ1



4.2. Test plan and data acquisition



subject to the following constraints: 0 < p, q < 1



and



The systematic fuzzy±logic modeling approach was applied to a 4 df robot manipulator which is a part of the IRIS facility. This facility is a versatile, recon®gurable and expandable setup, composed of several robot arms that can be easily disassembled and reassembled to provide a multitude of con®gurations. The basic element of the system is the joint module, which has its own input and output link. Each module is equipped with a brushless DC motor coupled with harmonic drive gear and instrumented with an optical encoder to measure the rotor angular displacement, and a tension-compression load cell torque sensor to measure the applied torque on the joint. The setup is controlled by a distributed computer system based on an AMD 29050 RISC processor, tightly coupled with the host computer, which is based on a 50 MHz Intel 80486 processor accelerated with a large cache memory. A fast parallel I/O system allows up to a 5 kHz sampling rate. The modularity of the joints enables the user to arrange various con®gurations. Fig. 3 shows the speci®ed con®guration of the IRIS arm used here for modeling purposes.



0 0 such that bI rB where I is the n  n unity matrix. Suppose that for a vector y $ Rn there is an upper bound6y6R r. Then, for any arbitrary vector x $ Rn, the following inequality holds:



uci ˆ ÿgi …si †dsgn…si †,



x T ByRbrkxk:



…38†



…46c†



Gi(si) is expressed as follows: …47†



where gi(si ) is a positive function for all si, and dsgn(si) is a function de®ned on the entire R as 8 < ÿ1; si < 0 …48† si ˆ 0 dsgn…si † ˆ 0; : ‡1; si > 0 From Eq. (47), the vector uc can be represented as



By using Theorem 1, for the positive de®nite matrix B and bounded vector DF, sT BDFRbrksk,



…39†



or 1 sT Mÿ1 DFR rksk, m



…40†



and therefore, Eq. (36) changes to the following inequality: 1 sT s_R rksk ‡ sT Mÿ1 uc : m



…41†



Considering the fact that kskR



n X jsi j,



…42†



iˆ1



the following inequality can be inferred from (41): n 1 X jsi j ‡ sT Mÿ1 uc : sT s_R r m iˆ1



…43†



In order to satisfy the sliding condition (27), a continuous uc is chosen such that n n X 1 X r jsi j ‡ sT Mÿ1 uc R ÿ …Zi jsi j ÿ Zi Fi †, m iˆ1 iˆ1



or in another form   n  X r ‡ Zi jsi j ÿ Zi Fi : sT Mÿ1 uc R ÿ m iˆ1



…44†



…49†



where G is an n  n positive de®nite diagonal matrix with gi(si) as its diagonals, and O is an n  n positive de®nite diagonal matrix with 1/|si| as its entries if si $ 0; otherwise the diagonal element corresponding to si=0 is zero. By inserting Eq. (49) into inequality (45) and multiplying both sides by ÿm,   n  X r ‡ Zi jsi j ÿ Zi Fi : msT Mÿ1 GOsrm …50† m iˆ1 At this point, another theorem is required as follows, relating the left-hand-side of inequality (50) to a quantity without the inertia matrix M. Theorem 2 (Emami, 1997). Consider M $ Rnn as an n  n positive de®nite matrix, and K $ Rnn as an n  n diagonal positive de®nite matrix. If there exists a positive real number m > 0 such that mI rM, then for every arbitrary vector x $ Rn, mx T Mÿ1 Kxrx T Kx,



…51†



Since GO is positive de®nite (or at least positive semide®nite), according to Theorem 2, msT Mÿ1 GOsrsT GOs ˆ



n X gi si  dsgn…si †:



…52†



iˆ1



…45†



Assume that for each state i, uci is chosen as a function of si, uci =Gi(si), such that it satis®es the following properties: Gi …si † is continuous;



uc ˆ ÿGOs,



…46a†



Therefore, inequality (50) will be satis®ed if the following inequality holds:   n   X r ‡ Zi jsi j ÿ mZi Fi : gi si  dsgn…si †r m m iˆ1 iˆ1



n X



…53†



It is su�cient that condition (53) holds for each term of the summation. Hence
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_ q� r ; t†, u^ d ˆ F^fuzz …q, q,



59



…58†



based on a known bounded error DF. Then the control input is of the form _ q� r ; t† ‡ uc , u ˆ F^fuzz …q, q,



…59†



where qÈ r is de®ned by Eq. (31). The general conditions of uc are: for each state i, uci should satisfy properties (46), and be located in the domain de®ned by (56) and illustrated in Fig. 7. The robustness region depends on the design parameters li, Zi and Fi and parameters m, m and r, which are de®ned as follows: _ q� r ; t†k, _ q� r ; t†rkDF…q, q, r…q, q, mR







 r jsi j mZi Fi ‡ Zi ÿ ; i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , n, m si si …54†



or gi rm







 r mZi Fi ‡ Zi ÿ ; i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , n: m jsi j



…55†



From inequality (54), the general condition for uc to guarantee the compensation for system uncertainty is obtained as 8 # "   > > r Zi Fi > > if si > 0ˆ)uci < ÿ m ‡ Zi ÿ m > > m jsi j < …56† "  #  > > > if s < 0ˆ)u > m r ‡ Z ÿ m Zi Fi > > i ci i > m jsi j : Figure 7 shows the domain in which each uci can compensate for system uncertainties, here referred to as the `robustness region'. This region and the properties speci®ed in (46) help to assign the robust control term uci for each state, independently. In the methodology, the control terms uci are produced by suitable fuzzy IF±THEN rules. The procedure is as follows. Consider the nonlinear MIMO system (16) with the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii), and with the following inverse dynamics: _ q; � t†: u ˆ F…q, q,



…61†



_ q; � t†: Rm…q, q,



Fig. 7. The speci®ed domain for robust control term uci.



gi  dsgn…si †rm



1 _ q; � t† ÿ F^fuzz …q, q, _ 0; t†ŠŠ ‰q� T ‰F^fuzz …q, q, � 2 kqk



…60†



…57†



First, the fuzzy±logic inverse dynamics model of the system is generated as



It is noted that for those trajectory points that have close to zero acceleration vector (qÈ=0), the term in inequality (61) becomes ambiguous, as both the denominator and numerator approach zero in the same order. This illustrates the fact that trajectory points with zero acceleration can not provide any information about the system inertia, as is obvious from Eq. (18). In practice, points with zero acceleration, if any, are removed from the data set before calculating the relation (61). In conclusion, this section has shown that it is possible to design the `decoupled' robust fuzzy control terms uci (i = 1, 2, . . ., n ) as presented in the control structure, Fig. 1. Furthermore, the general conditions were developed for uci to ensure the stability and robustness of the entire system. These conditions depend on the bounds of the model error and system parameters which, in this formulation, can be achieved from the inverse dynamics model (Eqs (60) and (61)). Therefore, in the proposed formulation, the system dynamics is considered as a `black box', without the necessity to specify its internal parameters explicitly.



6. Design of the robust fuzzy control rules Section 3 discussed an approach to the control of a class of nonlinear MIMO systems, which consists of implementing an inverse dynamics fuzzy model and designing a robust control term uci for each system state independently. Each function uci (si) should satisfy conditions (46) and (56). In this section, the fuzzy IF± THEN rules are designed so that they satisfy these conditions. From Fig. 7, the characteristic relationship between uci and si can be qualitatively expressed as: `uci is inver-
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Fig. 9. The robust fuzzy control characteristics. Fig. 8. Membership functions of the generalized error si for robust control rules.



sely as large as si within certain limits'. The above characteristic is interpreted by the following seven IF± THEN rules: 8 IF > > > > IF > > > > < IF IF > > > IF > > > > IF > : IF



s is Positive Big …PB†, s is Positive Medium …PM †, s is Positive Small …PS †, s is Almost zero …AZ †, s is Negative Small …NS †, s is Negative Medium …NM †, s is Negative Large …NL†,



THEN THEN THEN THEN THEN THEN THEN



uc uc uc uc uc uc uc



is Negative Large, is Negative Medium, is Negative Small, is Almost Zero, is Positive Small, is Positive Medium, is Positive Large:



The above set of rules would express the robust control commands for each system state, if the appropriate inference mechanism and input-output membership functions are assigned. For the inference mechanism, it is feasible to apply the comprehensive parameterized reasoning formulation developed for the system modeling phase (Eqs. (2) and (7)). However, by having a complete fuzzy±logic model of the system in the control loop, the robust fuzzy control rules could have a simple structure. The modi®ed Sugeno's reasoning formulation (Sugeno and Yasukawa, 1993) is used, which provides a simpler and faster inference mechanism for the robust fuzzy rules. Accordingly, given the input si, the crisp output uci is derived as: 7 X



uci ˆ



where Aik (si) is the membership function of si in the antecedent fuzzy set of the kth rule, and bik is the centroid of the consequent fuzzy set of the kth rule. The problem is to assign suitable membership func-
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tions for the robust control rules such that conditions (46) and (56) are satis®ed. It should be noted that according to the reasoning formulation (63), for the consequent fuzzy sets, only their centroids are required. Considering the input membership functions shown in Fig. 8, and seven consequent fuzzy-set centroids b1i for `almost zero', b2i , b3i , b4i for `positive small, medium, large' and b2i , b3i , b4i for `negative small, medium, large', the siÿuci relation can be represented as shown in Fig. 9. For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, the input membership functions are arranged such that they always overlap at the degree of membership equal to 0.5. Therefore, for each input si, at most two rules are ®red. Furthermore, a symmetric behavior for uci (si) is assumed. Hence



Aik …si †bik



kˆ1 7 X kˆ1



, Aik …si †
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a2i ˆ ÿa2i ; a3i ˆ ÿa3i ; a4i ˆ ÿa4i ; and b2i ˆ ÿa2i ; b3i ˆ ÿb3i ; b4i ˆ ÿb4i :



…64†
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From Fig. 9, some of the membership parameters can be assigned immediately. First, conditions (46) require that:



remove system uncertainties and unmodeled frequencies is:



a1i



Bii



ˆ



b1i



ˆ 0:
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By using inference formulation (63) and the membership functions shown in Fig. 8, a piece-wise linear characteristic is produced for the robust fuzzy control function of each system state i (i = 1, 2, . . ., n ), which can be formulated as follows: j



for ai Rjsi j < ai



j‡1



ˆ)uci ˆ ÿ



Ki j ji j



si ‡



ucij sgn…si †;



…66†



j ˆ 1, 2, 3, where Ki j ˆ bi j‡1 ÿ bi j ;



ji j ˆ ai j‡1 ÿ ai j



…67†



8 jÿ1 jÿ1 > X > KjX s > : 0



j ˆ 2, 3



:
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j ˆ 1:



In order to assign the membership parameters, consider the dynamic behavior of the generalized error vector s (Eq. (35)), which can be rewritten as: s_ ˆ Buc ‡ BDF,



…69†



or in component form: n n X X Bik uck ‡ Bik ‰DF Šk ; kˆ1 k6ˆi



kˆ1



…70†



i ˆ 1,2, . . . ,n: Substituting (67) into (70) results in: s_i ‡ Bii



Ki j ji



j j si ˆ Bii uci sgn…si † ‡



ji j



Rli ,



n X Bik uck kˆ1 k6ˆi



n X ‡ Bik ‰DF Šk ;



…71†



kˆ1



i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , n, j ˆ 1, 2, 3: Equation (71) represents the behavior of a statedependent ®rst-order ®lter with corner frequency equal to Bii (Kij/fij) and system uncertainties and state interaction dynamics as input to the ®lter. Based on the theory of sliding-mode control (Itkis, 1976), a suitable selection of the corner frequency for such a ®lter to
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where li is the lower band of the unmodeled frequencies. Since b=1/m is an upper value of the gain matrix B, a reliable break-away frequency for ®lter (71) can be assigned such that Ki j ji j



Rmli :



…73†



However, within the boundary layer, the unmodeled frequencies and uncertainties can a€ect the system performance only when si is close to zero, i.e., for the ®rst segment where |si|Y a2i . Therefore, for each state i, parameters a2i and b2i should be selected such that: b2i Rmli : a2i



and



s_i ˆ Bii uci ‡



Ki j



…74†



For a larger distance between the state and the switching line, since the unmodeled frequencies and state interactions can not change the sign of the control input, one could assign higher break-away frequencies that would provide better control and consequently, faster response without any performance degradation. Therefore, parameters a3i and b3i are designed such that: b3i ÿ b2i b2i r : a3i ÿ a2i a2i



…75†



The capability of choosing di€erent slopes for the robust control signal within the boundary layer provides more ¯exibility in the design of the robust control than the sliding-mode control approach (Emami, 1997). Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 9, designing piece-wise linear robust control function ensures that the state trajectory remains inside the `robustness region'. Similar to the sliding-mode control, the tracking quality is guaranteed by choosing (Slotine and Li, 1990): K3i b4i ˆ ˆ mli : a4i j3i



…76†



Outside the boundary layer, the maximum value of the robust control is assigned to be the lower bound of the `robustness region'; therefore, from (56):   r ‡ Zi , …77† b4i ˆ m m and from (76) and (77), the boundary layer thickness
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Fig. 10. Error norm of DF for some of the testing data.



Fi=a4i is speci®ed as:   m r 1 ‡ Zi : Fi ˆ a4i ˆ li m m



Fig. 11. The value of the inertia M for some of the experimental data.



…78†



Equations (64), (65), (74), (75), (77) and (78) assign the membership parameters of the robust fuzzy IF± THEN rules (62). Obviously, these parameters depend on the design parameters li and Zi. The natural frequency li speci®es the rate of convergence to the sliding surface, and this should be less than the minimum frequency associated with the largest unmodeled time delay tm and the frequency associated with the sampling rate ts. A suggested criterion for selecting li is (Slotine and Li, 1990):   1 1 , : …79† lRmin 3tm 5ts The above two criteria for assigning li are inversely related to the accuracy of the model developed. The more accurate the model is, the more computational time is required, and a higher sampling rate should be used. An ideal solution is to implement modeling paradigms that provide simpler interpretations with high accuracy. This is the approach taken in the fuzzy±logic modeling approach. The design parameter Zi re¯ects the time required reaching the boundary layer from an outside initial condition. A higher value of Zi results in a faster transient response. However, since this parameter controls the maximum value of the robust control term (Eq. (77)), its magnitude is physically limited.



7. Application to robot manipulators In this section, the proposed robust fuzzy control rules are generated for the 4 df IRIS arm. A fuzzy±



logic dynamics model of the system was constructed from the input-output data given in the modeling part of the paper. Although it was illustrated that the model performs quite well for the testing data, robust control rules will be required to ensure that stability and satisfactory performance are maintained under di€erent trajectory and load conditions. 7.1. Design and analysis Referring to conditions (56), three system parameters should be speci®ed in advance namely r, m and m. Eqs (60) and (61) indicate the necessary relationship between the values of these parameters. In order to assign these values, the experimental data of the training, tuning and testing sets were used. First, the fuzzy model error vector DF (Eq. (34)) is obtained and its norm is calculated. Fig. 10 shows the error norm for some of the testing data. According to Eq. (60), the value of r should be the upper bound of the error domain. Theoretically, it is possible to identify r as a function of the system states, and then apply the identi®ed IF±THEN rules for calculating r at each system state. However, in order to avoid complexity, a constant value was selected as an upper bound of most of the experimental data. From Fig. 10, a value of 0.5 was assigned to this parameter. Next, the lower and upper bounds of the inertia matrix M (Eq. (18)) are speci®ed from the experimental data using Eq. (60). . For each set of {q, q, qÈ} obtained from the experiment, . the fuzzy model output F(q, q, qÈ) and the output F(q, . q, 0) for the same state but zero acceleration were obtained, and then the following inertia value was calculated: Mˆ



~ _ q† � ÿ F…q, q, _ 0†Š q�T Mq q�T ‰F…q, q, ˆ : 2 2 � � kqk kqk
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Fig. 12. Robust fuzzy control characteristics and membership functions for the IRIS arm.
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Figure 11 shows M for the experimental data from which a proper estimation of m and m is 0.05 and 0.25, respectively. The next step is to assign suitable values for design parameters li, Zi and Fi (i=1, . . ., 4). An increase in bandwidth li will reduce the e€ect of uncertainties in the system. However, it should be far enough from unmodeled frequencies, such as these due to the time delay of the actuators, and from the real-time controlloop sampling frequency. A suitable value of li is obtained from Eq. (64). The sampling frequency of the control loop is set to be 500 Hz, which is fast enough such that it is not an actual limitation for l. The unmodeled time delay is di�cult to estimate from the black-box modeling approach. However, since the experimental data was ®ltered by a cut-o€ frequency of 50 Hz, it is reliable to start with li=50/3 for all joints. During the experiments, li is gradually increased, for each joint at a time, to reach the maximum possible value. The design parameter Zi, as discussed in Section 6, controls the duration of the transient response of the system. For fast response, a high value of Zi is recommended. However, by increasing Zi the maximum value of uci is also increased; this is limited by the ampli®er's current range. In this application, the total control signal is limited to 20 N m, and 20% of this amount is considered to be allocated to the robust control signal uci. The parameter Fi is another design parameter that a€ects the system stability. A critically damped performance in the domain of [ÿFi, +Fi] assigns the values of Fi to be equal to (uci)max/mli, as discussed in Section 5. Membership functions of the sliding variable s and the robust control signal uc were obtained, based on the selected values of design parameters, and based on discussions in Section 5. Fig. 12 shows the stability region of the IRIS joints, the designed piece-wise robust control signals and the associated membership functions of the fuzzy control rules for each of the four joints. 7.2. Experimental results Similar to the modeling phase, several typical trajectories such as random, sinusoidal, and step were used under di€erent loading conditions to produce di€erent accelerating, uniform speed, and decelerating motion segments. In order to be able to assign the displacement, velocity and acceleration of each path segment, ®fth-order polynomials were used for path segments of random and step trajectories. Hence, each segment is planned as follows: q…t† ˆ a0 ‡ a1 t ‡ a2 t2 ‡ a3 t3 ‡ a4 t4 ‡ a5 t5 ,



…81†



where a0 ˆ q0 ; a1 ˆ q_ 0 ;



a2 ˆ



q� 0 ; 2



a3 ˆ



20…qf ÿ q0 † ÿ …8q_ f ‡ 12q_ 0 †tf ÿ …3q� 0 ÿ q� f †t2f ; 2t3f



a4 ˆ



30…qf ÿ q0 † ‡ …14q_ f ‡ 16q_0 †tf ‡ …3q� 0 ÿ 2q� f †t2f ; 2t4f



a5 ˆ



12…qf ÿ q0 † ÿ …6q_ f ‡ 6q_ 0 †tf ÿ …q� 0 ÿ q� f †t2f : 2t5f



…82†



. . q0, q0, qÈ 0 and qf , qf , qÈ f are joint states at the beginning and end of each segment, respectively, and tf is the desired time to pass the segment. For each trajectory, two control schemes (the proposed fuzzy±logic control and a high-gain PID control) were implemented, and the results were compared. Figs. 13±15 illustrate the tracking performance of these controllers for typical random, sinusoidal, and step trajectories, respectively, under a medium loading condition. For each trajectory and each joint, the displacement error and velocity error are shown with the corresponding applied input control torque. The PID gains were designed for each trajectory separately, using MATLAB Control Toolbox and the analytic model of the system, and then experimentally tuned for di€erent trajectories in order to provide the best performance. On the other hand, the design parameters of the proposed fuzzy controller were ®xed for all trajectories and loading conditions. 7.3. Comparison of the results Generally, tracking errors for a speci®c con®guration depend on the payload and the trajectory. As can be observed from the results, the proposed fuzzy± logic controller outperforms the servo controller for all the di€erent trajectories. For fast-changing trajectories such as the step input shown in Fig. 15 and the highfrequency sinusoidal trajectory shown in Fig. 14, nonlinear dynamic e€ects are dominant; hence, the better performance of the fuzzy control is more signi®cant as a result of the embedded knowledge of the system dynamics. For the random trajectory shown in Fig. 13, fuzzy control still provides better tracking performance, while the PID servo can also perform satisfactorily in the absence of tight dynamic interactions. Similarly, the control input torque of the fuzzy and servo control schemes are closer to each other when nonlinear dynamic e€ects are less signi®cant, as is observed for the random trajectory in Fig. 13. On the



Fig. 13. Comparison of the proposed fuzzy±logic control and PID controls of the IRIS arm for random trajectory.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the proposed fuzzy±logic control and PID controls of the IRIS arm for sinusoidal trajectory.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the proposed fuzzy±logic control and PID controls of the IRIS arm for step trajectory.
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other hand, for step and (fast) sinusoidal trajectories, the fuzzy control input delivers more compensation for uncertainty signals, and is therefore signi®cantly di€erent from the servo control input. Small oscillations are observed for the fuzzy control torque signal; these are due to robust sliding-mode characteristics to compensate for friction, ¯exibility, backlash and other system uncertainties. The amplitude of these high-frequency signals is quite small so as not to cause chattering. Therefore, the overall system behavior remains smooth. The best performance was achieved for the sinusoidal trajectory shown in Fig. 14. This is mainly due to the complete knowledge of the controller about system sinusoidal behavior, as this can be inferred from the outcome of the identi®ed fuzzy model. Displacement and velocity errors of the fuzzy controller response to the step trajectory in Fig. 15 illustrate a faster and still more accurate performance than the PID control. However, more torque should be applied in this case, which leads to more likely control signal saturation. This basically implies that the desired step trajectory is somewhat beyond the physical ability of the system. The ®rst overshoot of the joint error at each `jump' illustrates the above fact. It must be emphasized at this point that, unlike the parameters of the proposed fuzzy control, the PID gains were adjusted for each trajectory separately. As an example, the proportional gain of the servo controller of joint 2 for a step trajectory is three times as high as the one for a random trajectory. Trajectory-dependent gain adjustment was performed to assure the best achievable performance for the servo control. In summary, a better performance was achieved, in terms of both joint displacement and velocity tracking, by the proposed fuzzy±logic control compared with high-gain servo control for all the typical trajectories implemented in the experiment. The major part of this superior performance is attributed to the embedded knowledge of the system behavior. The simplicity of the proposed controller makes it as easily applicable as servo control while the performance resembles perfect robust model-based control schemes. 8. Conclusions This research is an attempt to construct a systematic framework for the new paradigm for the modeling and control of complex systems. By exploiting the concept of `fuzziness' in the de®nition of real-world phenomena, and by applying the method of `approximate reasoning' to the deduction of results from observations, the new paradigm provides a strong potential for representing and manipulating ill-de®ned systems, i.e., those that are too complicated to be modeled by analytical methods. Nevertheless, without a concise



methodology, this potential can not be fully exploited, and remains as the heuristic and ad hoc technique it has been so far. This research provides an opening to a new approach to fuzzy modeling and control: a systematic and algorithmic approach. The result is signi®cant: it was hypothesized and demonstrated that, although `approximation' is inherent in fuzzy modeling and control, based on a ®rm theoretical ground, one can achieve more `accuracy' and better `performance' than with analytical approaches, without sacri®cing the simplicity and applicability. This proposal was illustrated with a typical complex system, a 4 df robot manipulator. The expectations from traditional approaches (analytical methods) should be limited by the degree of complexity of the system. New paradigms such as the fuzzy±logic approach must be employed if simple and relevant interpretations are required, together with high accuracy and satisfactory performance, at the same time. The main conclusion to be drawn here is that this is possible only with the help of a systematic framework. The performance of the proposed FLC must still be compared to other applicable model-based control schemes for di€erent applications, a task that should be accomplished in the future.
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